EO Benefits

RIE 09
(Regional Integration Event) New Delhi

Forum - Receive experiential advice in a safe and trusting
environment.

EOGroups - Start an EOGroup, and work with your peers to tackle
financial issues.

Member Exchange - Tap into the collective experience of 25,000+
members of EO, the Young Presidents' Organization (YPO), the World
Presidents' Organization (WPO) and the Chief Executives'
Organization (CEO).

Engage in EO Media - Watch EOtv to learn more how to stay ahead
during a downturn, explore Eonetwork for special content related to
the economic crisis and read timely articles from industry experts.

Attend Events - Every year, EO hosts numerous events that offer
extreme educational value. Stay involved in EO by attending
these 2009 events: the Latin American/Caribbean
Conference, Arizona University, GLCs, Family
Adventure, Canadian Conference and the
Barcelona University.

The New Delhi chapter was the proud host to
RIE 09 (Regional Integration Event) held
on 24th – 26th January.

Support Your Peers - Send stories to EO Global on how you are
surviving, thriving or bucking the system during these challenging
times. Your submissions will help other members who are
experiencing similar situations.

Rendezv us
EO New Delhi Chapter’s News Magazine

EO Values
3 global EO values are highlighted
in this edition, in continuation to
the last issue

Make a Mark

EO TV
The Emergence of Eotv, EO's weekly Webcast, was
launched in September to fabulous reviews. The first
Webcast garnered an impressive 1,008 viewers! What
started out as a virtual vehicle for the dissemination of
information has since become an integral part of EO's
communication initiatives. As of 9 January 2009, a
total of 14,982 unique visitors have viewed EOtv's
Webcasts, and many more are projected for the New
Year.

Events
Global
25th March 2009

2009 EO Arizona University

30th June 2009

2009 EO Family Conference

Congratulations

Manish Nevar releasing an album (details of
the same can be searched in timesnow
website).

Trust and Respect
Our word. Our name. Our reputation: All intangibles that form the
fabric of which we are made. In business, as in life, integrity is
everything. Within our organization, integrity goes deeper than just
the game rules; it is our code of conduct. Confidence, respect and
inclusiveness are imperatives. Non-judgment and non-solicitation
are non-negotiable. With these values at our core, we can preserve a
safe haven for learning and growth.

How else can we say this? Cool defines our approach, our attitude
and our experiences. Our passion for life feeds a desire to be the
best. As we challenge convention, we are reinventing the experience
of what it means to be an entrepreneur. We are vibrant and
progressive. We commit to forward thinking. We commit to
innovation. We commit to cool.

Ambrish and Devyani Jaipuria were blessed
with a baby girl.
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More from the Regional Integration Event

Yeah, we’re different. We’re not afraid to challenge convention. This
puts us in control of our destiny, and with that comes a great
responsibility. If we have the power to shape our destiny, why
wouldn’t we want to make it great? To build value. To make a
difference. To leave a legacy. We’re willing to put in the effort to
transform any experience into a positive one for all.

Cool

EO Partners
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The board had worked tirelessly
for the last 6 months to arrange
a bevy of top speakers, fabulous
off sites & fun filled interactive
events each day. The event
kicked off with scintillating party
at F Bar which had all droll over
Russian pole dancers jostling for
space amongst the “networking
entrepreneurs”.

EO Cookout

...continued from previous page
Pawan Agarwal - This was my first RIE that i have attended after
joining EO. I found that one of the major values that i can derive
from EO is from the RIE. It suddenly opened up like minded
people from across the country who became friends in just 2
days and also were as eager as I was to share, discuss and
network. I even heard some of the members saying that they
have been attending RIE for past 10 years or so. I also was a
buddy and the members i was taking care of wrote back to me
with praises full of the hospitality and the detailing the event
had.
The twin signature social events; Clash of Chapters & Woman of
Substance provided the perfect platform for all to engage &

indulge in nights of revelry, trivia
& dance with leading Bollywood
Actress & Anchor, Sophie
Choudhary.
The icing on the cake was, my wife
being crowned as the “Women of
Substance”, amongst 7 winners who
walked away with the crown in a teasing
fin
ale’ that saw our judge, Mrs Jyotsna Suri decide to award 2
extra prizes (on her own accord & account) due to a tie break.
Till next time. So, did we “Raise the Bar”?

Regional Integration Event
Comments from Attendees
Vibhas Prasad
Nikhil Meswani – Brilliant speaker, throws numbers at you with
amazing speed. Was brilliant to get a macro view of things
present and to come. Presentation was very structured.

EO Christmas Party

Rajan Mittal – Straight from the heart, Autobiographical take on
how they built a small family business of bicycle parts into
India’s largest mobile telecom company by subscribers. Also
spoke briefly about their JV with WalMart (Retail) & with AXA
(Insurance).
Suhel Seth – totally In Your Face, arrogant yet right on. A moving
target. He was able to belittle the entire India Diaspora and
politicians and yet keep every one amused and on the edge of
their chairs.
Dr Shashi Tharoor – A respectable gentleman with such good
words and outlook for India.
Chaitanya Dalmia - The speakers were on a good mix of issues
surrounding the globe, as also success stories of giant Indian
corporations, with some comedy and politics also thrown-in;
besides the usual off-sites and partying. It was surely high on
Glamour quotient; the quiz however was low on meat, especially
for the intellectually-inclined.
Prashant Jain - The RIE 2009 helped me with newer insights.
Insights that were based on Gestalt, and that too from people
who have become luminaries exercising these traits. Indeed a
great take home!!
Anant Kanoi - This was my first RIE and I thoroughly enjoyed the
event. Kudos to the people who came up with idea since its an
excellent yet convenient platform to network with other chapters
in India. It was a weekend filled with inspirational talks (Nikhil &
Rajan) and enlightening talks (complexities of the current world
financial scenario). Suhel Seth's banter was particularly
outstanding and he went beyond the Suhel-isms for a change.
The socials were great and went beyond my expectations as we
truly showed the other chapters how to party and let our hair
down!
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M2Mx Assistance
An example of how you can
make a huge difference by
contributing:
My name is Aditya Burman, and I am an EO member in New
Delhi, India. I am very sorry to hear of your mother’s illness. I am
not a medical doctor, however I do run a Cancer Diagnostics
Laboratory in India, and would be glad to share my experience/
knowledge.
Stage 4 cancer is undoubtedly the most difficult to remove
completely. Even if there is a minute portion of the cell line left
within the body, it can metastasize to other areas very rapidly (5
months in this case). The idea is to blast the cells with enough
medicine to weaken and hopefully kill the tumor. This is an ideal
situation but reality is rarely that simple.
I have had some experience in the Venezuelan Oncology
(Cancer) market as we used to sell Oncology pharmaceuticals
there. I have got some recommendations from our local
partners regarding the best options for you in Venezuela. They
are listed at the end of the mail.
Another option that you could try (though it does come with
some warnings) is a medicine called Topotecan. This was a
product which was marketed solely by Dabur Pharma (our
former company) in Mexico and should also be available in
Venezuela. The problem with this compound is that it has severe
toxicity associated with it. Unless the doctor has had previous
experience with Topotecan, they tend to stay away from the
treatment as the toxicity can be very difficult to handle. If the
doctor is comfortable with the treatment, it can be effective in
these cases of late stage Ovarian cancer.
I also know of a doctor in Mexico (Dr.Alfonso Dounes – INCAN
Hospital, Mexico City) who conducted a clinical trial for us using
our Topotecan in Cervical Cancer. The issue was also addressed

by SMeO (the Mexican Oncology Association) to develop
guidelines for administering Topotecan in advanced Ovarian
Cancer Patients. I would suggest that you get in touch with the
Doctor himself to evaluate the potential benefit to your mother.
Other than these options, there are several trials etc going on in
the US at any time, and it might be possible for your mother to
enroll in one of them. The site is http://clinicaltrials.gov/ and
you would have to enter the search parameters.
Additionally, there are some other issues which must be
addressed during the treatment, which are mostly to do with
side effect handling. The important thing is for the individual to
keep their strength and immunity up. This can be done with
good nutritional advice and supplements. The body should be
as active as the therapy in getting rid of the disease! I would
suggest seeing a nutritionist as a part of the treatment.
I hope this is of some use to you and your mother. It is a very
traumatic thing to get diagnosed with cancer and there are
several online support groups which could give sound advice
and comfort to your mother and your family. I would highly
recommend availing of those experiences as well.
Please feel free to contact me through this address if you have
any more questions etc. I would be glad to help!
Warm Regards,
Aditya C Burman
OncQuest Laboratories Ltd.
http://www.OncQuest.net
adityacb@dabur.com
EO – New Delhi

